Neuroimaging (NIPIA) PIA
Business Meeting Summary

Location: Crowne Plaza Hotel, Room: Victoria
Date: Saturday, July 15, 2017
Time: 6 - 7 p.m.

PIA Chair(s)/Meeting Facilitator(s): David Wolk

23 attendees, not including staff

Want to hold elections soon (in the fall) for the Education/Communications Chair Position.

Review of AIC program
- People loved the debate
- Add more time for audience participation
  - Think about shortening the talks (both orals and debate) to allow this
- A suggestion was made to add a panel next year, but the consensus was against this
- Ahead of the conference, reach out to presenters to coach them to provide less background in their talks
- Move the data blitz to the morning

Discussion of programming for AIC vis-a-vis AAIC
- Desire to drop the requirement that you have to submit to only one or the other
- Perception that high-profile talks are going to AAIC
- Possible solutions
  - Make it OK for some talks to be at both
  - Give AIC 2 (or more) trump cards over AAIC for talks submitted to AAIC
- Possible to add a late-breaking abstracts oral session

Discussion of possible reception
- Staff will price out some options
  - Included in AIC registration fee
  - As an optional add-on for purchase
- Perhaps limit to 2 drinks
- Would like to have at the end of the day